
Military/Govt-Civilian 
Transition Helpful Hints 
 Are you READY to Transition to Civilian Life?



Resumes are personal. You have to believe in what you are 
writing and be able to tell a story associated with every 
bullet (yes, recommend bullets). A resume will not get you a 
job, but you hope it will get you an interview. There should 
be something in the resume that intrigues them and makes 
them want to talk to you. Here are some suggestions:

• Security clearance on top and prominent—important in this town

• 2 pages max—longer and it is not really read

• Answer not why do they want to hire you, but 
why do they want to speak with you 

• Add Military/Civilian Rank at top—especially 
when looking at defense contractors

• Cover last 10 years—summarize earlier years 

• Chronological or functional—personal choice (most 
people prefer former—easier to follow)

• Operational bullets with specific results—focus on 
personal accomplishments, not generalizations

o  Places where you save budget, schedule and had an impact on the mission 

o  At the end of the bullet ask “so what?”

• Focus on items covering your strengths

• Cover where you built/led teams that had successful results (specifics!)

• Do not copy performance bullets verbatim from 
performance reports—usually too general

• Education—personal choice on listing dates

• Awards—military monthly/quarterly/yearly are usually not pertinent

• List key certifications (eg, PMP, CISSP, CCNA)

• List top qualifications in a table format 

• No need to list references or say available upon request—assumed

RESUME REVIEWS



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES

Now that you have the interview, this is your time to shine. 
You should research the firm and leadership. Get to know 
them and ask questions where appropriate.  Remember, any 
conversation is important, no matter how innocuous it may 
seem, or the setting—it is an interview!  Be on your toes!

• Never be late—arrive early even if you have to 
sit in parking lot—traffic is not an excuse

• Visit the restroom prior to entering to freshen up and 
check dress/tie alignment; turn phone OFF!

• Greet everyone as you enter the firm and treat all with 
respect and again, any chat is an interview…

• Try to make a connection with the interviewer to try to break 
the ice/put everyone at ease. Look around room for things 
to comment on, e.g., sports fan, college items, stationed at 
same place? If nothing, you can start with traffic or weather. 

• Have extra resumes available – carry in a portfolio with a notepad 
and take notes if asked to follow up with them on something

• Be able to talk to your resume bullets and elaborate with stories 
showing SPECIFIC RESULTS—impact to operations/bottom lines

• Know when to listen—do not have to talk non-
stop; be sure to answer their questions

o  Be prepared for the “standard” questions 

• Do not get too personal, talk politics or tell jokes—most will 
backfire and if you do not know the person, could offend

• Have a reason why you left/leaving your last position—be positive



Everyone in the Military must retire at some point, and 
civilians can decide to move into new directions.  When 
do you retire, how will you know?  The answer is personal, 
but you will know when it is time.  The key is when you are 
considering it, key is to start EARLY!  Did I mention…Early!?

• Make sure your Clearance is up to date—it is key for defense 
contractor positions—you may need to wait until it is processed

• Realize all contractor positions are based on timing of 
when contracts awarded, funding available, etc.

o  Sometimes positions will open up unexpectedly 

o  Be careful with contingent positions, unless very sure are
willing to wait/sure about wanting the position 

• Take the Govt Transition course at least 1 year 
before you plan to retire/separate 

• Set your availability date when talking to your 
mentors, colleagues and your network—remember, 
you never know when a position opens up

• Do not let your Network forget you are transitioning—
ping them at various intervals with what you are 
doing, “draft” resumes, events you plan to be at

TIMING



DISCOVERING OPPORTUNITIES

Well you are ready to hit the interview circuit, and wait for all 
the calls and offers to flood in, right?  It’s not really going to 
happen that way. There used to be more opportunities, but 
the contraction of Govt Spending has put a damper on that.  
There are many ways to find positions. 

• Networking — You should have a network of folks you trust, 
deal with and have professional and personal relationships.

• AFCEA — We have plenty of companies looking for folks, just need to 
make sure folks know you are available—and have business cards!

• Professional Organizations — There are many such as 
AFA, AUSA, AFC4A, College Alumni organizations

• Informal professional organizations

• Social Media (LinkedIn/Monster/Career builder) — Need 
to be careful about mass postings on these sites, you will 
not get a focused response; they are places to look.

• Career Fairs — Be sure to review who will be there beforehand, check 
if those companies have open positions you are interested in, and 
have plenty of resumes/business cards, but hand out sparingly.

• Headhunters — If you find the right one now, they are working for 
you. If they match you and if works out, they get a commission and 
build their reputation for placing right individuals in the right spots.

• Govt positions — For military, you may want to consider a Govt 
position—there are many, many out there these days, and at all levels, 
to include a lot of SES billets. They use USA JOBS for their postings.

• Companies — If you like a company, check out their website, as 
many post their positions online. If you know someone, see if 
they will point you to a recruiter to chat about possibilities.



One of the toughest questions is about salary and benefits, 
and it is on both sides. They have a salary in mind and you 
need to know what your value is.  It also depends on the 
position you are searching for, whether in Operations, Business 
Development, Product Sales, Program/Project Management 
or a functional position (finance, acquisition, logistics, etc) — 
some pay less salary, but have commissions/bonuses.  

• Recall when negotiating almost everything is negotiable if  
they want you 

• Current Salary — Base it on your base pay; companies do not  
give out housing allowances

• Current Benefits — Commercial companies have different ones than 
in the Govt that you will need to evaluate individually

• PTO — Most companies set it based on longevity, standard is 
15–20 days

• Bonus Program — Some companies offer these, some do not. Do 
some research and ask how that works and if applicable 

• 401K Matching — Almost all companies match, percentages  
vary, but not much

• Healthcare — All companies offer plans. If you keep TriCare  
(best option for most)

• HR and recruiters will try to get you for the cheapest they can—
the best person to talk to about salaries is the hiring manager

• They need to pay you for your knowledge and 
experience, which is different from any other candidate, 
and for what value you can bring to their team

• Beware the Huge salaries off the bat! Why? Salaries equate 
to delivering capabilities—i.e., if they offer you $200K to 
start, they will expect you to deliver to the bottom-line 
immediately without the business experience you need

 YOUR VALUE



NETWORKING/MENTORING

The two go hand in hand and form the basis of moving 
forward with not just career applications, but also 
in life. Refer to Discovering Opportunities for some 
additional items. 

• Focus is to gain exposure and maintain relationships

• Need to remain in the heads of folks in business 

• Provide referrals for job opportunities
o  Many people in business often asked “if they know
 someone who may be available for…” 

• Pay it forward and mentor the next person transitioning 

• Use the network to keep informed with what is 
going on in the industry, job market, etc.



For more information:
afceanova.org | 703.778.4645 | info@afceanova.org

NOTES


